We make businesses more PROFITABLE!
LET OUR TEAM HELP YOURS!
HERE AT ASYMA WE ARE IN IT FOR THE LONG TERM AND
WILL BE THERE WHENEVER OUR CUSTOMERS NEED US.

LET ASYMA SYSTEMS

Head Office: 1520-36 Street North
Lethbridge, AB T1H 5H8
P: 403.328.8188
F: 403.381.8057
Toll Free: 1-877-448-9895

| asyma.com

P ROFITS

HELP YOUR BUSINESS
BE MORE

PROFITABLE!

BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
………..
Asyma Systems Ltd believe in using technology and management best practices as effectively as possible to make your business and
organization succeed. We help companies by providing innovative and sound proactive professional advice products and services to
enhance the financial well-being of your organization. We believe in win-win relationships. If the benefit cannot be shown to
outweigh the cost we will not proceed.
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Business Process Improvement
We add value to your BUSINESS

T

o efficiently manage on a consistent basis you
must develop good business processes. Improving
business processes represents the greatest hope for
positive, lasting change in all organizations. They
define the way in which business gets done. An
organization can be no better that its processes allow
it to be. Asyma realizes that all processes can be
improved, making them an excellent place to start
looking for opportunities to improve business
performance.

A

s new management best practices evolve and
business automation software is enhanced,
business must evolve to take advantage of these
changes. ASYMA specializes in business process
analysis and has provided companies and
organizations like yours with detailed analysis which
can reduce or eliminate the countless wasted hours,
and resources every year. We will help you eliminate
duplication and human errors to allow you to optimize
your processes for ongoing success. We help you take
advantage of the technology and management
practices advances.

P

rocess Improvement never stops.
Competition and markets change, and
experienced employees are hard to find.
Capturing your employee’s knowledge of how
the organization processes work is essential to
guarantee your organization’s success. ASYMA
can help you capturing that knowledge and
preserve it with training manuals and process
flowcharts. With a clear overview, the
organization can tap into the knowledge of its
own employees to identify improvement
opportunities.

O

ur consultants
take the time
to understand your
current situation and
consider all areas,
including
organizational structure, technology, and
personnel roles/responsibilities. Once we have
a thorough
understanding of how you
currently handle business processes and why,
we work with you to identify and prioritize the
issues. Not all processes carry the same value
or have the same importance to the
organization. Therefore we must determine
the importance to the company of each issue
to ensure that resources are focused where
your company will receive its best value.

HOW DO WE DO IT
Our Business Improvement Approach
1.

We interview your employees, listen and understand your vision and goals.

2.

We listen, analyze and understand your current situation and business processes.

3.

We review existing barriers and roadblocks that need to be eliminated.

4.

We analyze best management practices that meet your processing requirements.

5.

We analyze new business automation solutions that meet your processing requirements.

6.

We prioritize issues and problems and decide what is important.

7.

We develop custom processing requirements listings.

8.

We design and flowchart the new processes.

9.

We create a clear map and flowchart the steps required.
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Freedom to Choose
OPTIONS FOR WORK PERFORMANCE

Benefit to YOU

AT

ASYMA we ensure your results by providing to
our customers a money back guarantee. If after
one year you feel that you have not received
sufficient value to offset the cost of the process analysis we
will refund to you the difference. Our goal is 100% customer satisfaction.
We often find many operational areas where small
changes have the potential to yield big returns. In fact,
customers who implement the recommendations
typically see a return on their investment in one year or
less, and several clients have realized an annual savings
of over $250,000 per year.

EDMONTON OFFICE
#200, 17812—105 Ave,
EDMONTON, Alberta T5S 2H5
Telephone: 780-448-9895
Fax: 780-447-4960
Toll Free: 1-877-448-9895

LETHBRIDGE OFFICE
1520-36 Street North
LETHBRIDGE, Alberta T1H 5H8
Telephone: 403-328-8188

ASYMA SYSTEMS LTD provides an integrated
“Amateurs practice until they
approach on each of its focus areas to better get it right ……..
help our customers bridge the gap between
Professionals practice until
strategy and action – resulting in realistic, they can’t get it wrong!”
useful, sustainable business process solutions. Advice is great, but it is useless unless it is acted
upon. Our
greatest value to our customers is we
don’t just advice on how solve your problems but we will
implement the solution with guaranteed results as well.

Fax: 403-381-8057

CALGARY OFFICE
1700 Varsity Estates Dr. NW
CALGARY, Alberta
T3B 2W9
Telephone: 403-774.2010
Fax: 403-381-0857

With this review there is no pressure to purchase any of
the software solutions we sell. If our findings show that
you would benefit with a software solution we do not
offer, then we will make the recommendation to
implement that solution. ASYMA is in the business of
providing businesses and our customers with solutions
and services that will provide the greatest return and
value; even if that solution is not through us.

AFFILIATED OFFICES

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
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